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Award Winners:  
Schloss Johannisberger Riesling Wines 
 

 

Favourable Climatic and Geological Conditions, as well as High  
Quality Standards, Lead to Success 
Rheingau wines are world renowned. Rheingau Riesling wines from Schloss Johannisberg,  
in particular, have made news time and again – not only in recent years, but throughout the 
centuries since viticulture was first documented there in A.D. 817. 
 
It was here, at the first Riesling wine estate of the world, that the benefits of a Spätlese  
(late harvest) were first recognized, and Eiswein (ice wine) was first produced. In all, Schloss 
Johannisberg’s practice of harvesting grapes at various stages of ripeness set the stage for the 
Prädikat designations permitted under current wine law. The estate has always been foresighted, 
and has never rested on its laurels. 
 
For some 900 years, it was Benedictine monks, prince abbots, diplomats and state chancellors 
who were constantly committed to the uncompromising quality of Schloss Johannisberger wines. 
More recently, the estate’s success has been in the hands of domain administrator Christian 
Witte, who succeeded domain “councillor” Wolfgang Schleicher in 2005, and production 
manager Hans Kessler, a thoroughly accomplished oenologist. Top marks in international wine 
magazines, high points on the Parker scale, as well as numerous medals in national and inter-
national competitions confirm that Schloss Johannisberger wines are highly esteemed by wine 
professionals and the trade press alike. 
 
Since 1720, Riesling has been the only varietal cultivated in the 35 hectares (86.5 acres) of 
vineyards at the estate, officially known as the Fürst von Metternich-Winneburg’schen Domäne 
Schloss Johannisberg. The Gault Millau awarded the exceptional 2011 Trockenbeerenauslese 
(botyrised wine) a sensational 98 points, crowning it the best sweet wine (edelsüß) in Germany. 
Furthermore, as of 2005, the portfolio has been expanded to include Schloss Johannisberger 
Riesling Silberlack (silver seal) Erstes Gewächs (First Growth / Grand Cru), a designation reserved 
for the estate’s finest dry wines of a vintage. These are aged primarily in 50 to 90-year-old oak 
casks and younger oak casks from the forest on the winery’s own estate. Wines in this relatively 
new premium quality category are produced from fully ripe, healthy Riesling grapes grown in the 
best parcels of a site. Following independent tests, only around one to five per cent of wines from 
a particular year from the whole Rheingau region can be called a Erstes Gewächs or Großes 
Gewächs from the 2012 vintage on. The reinstatement of Silberlack was a historical moment, 
even for an estate as steeped in tradition as Schloss Johannisberg. 
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The worldwide Riesling renaissance has certainly added momentum to the rise of Schloss 
Johannisberg wines. Yet their extraordinary success is due mainly to unique climatic and 
geological conditions, as well as the estate’s dedicated staff. Thanks to the Taunus Hills and  
an optimal southern exposure, the vine-covered slopes are protected from cold northerly winds. 
The generally mild climate of the region is enhanced by the influence of the Gulf Stream –  
even figs and citrus fruits ripen at Johannisberg. Equally beneficial is the unique soil composition, 
which consists of Taunus quartzite beneath a topsoil layer of loam-loess. In addition, vineyard  
and cellar procedures decisively contribute to wine quality – together with controlled and selective 
hand harvesting, whole cluster pressing, slow fermentation using the wine estate’s own yeast 
culture, extended lees contact and late bottling. All of these factors, natural and human, result  
in wines that are second to none in the world.  
 

It is not surprising that wine experts and the press are unanimous in their esteem of Schloss 
Johannisberger Rieslings – and wine enthusiasts equally so. Listed below are but a few of the 
awards and ratings of the latest vintages: 
 
In 2013, the Gault Millau and Eichelmann guides were both impressed with the wines from 
Schloss Johannisberg. Representatives from both wine guides tasted the results of the 2011 
vintage and were united in their evaluation of them as world-class wines. The Eichelmann 
enthuses: “While we were full of praise last year, the 2011 wines have served to show us that  
they can get even better.” 
 

In 2009 and 2010 Schloss Johannisberg won two prestigious awards. It was named “International 
Winery of the Year” by the Wine and Spirits Magazine and “Collection of the Year” by the 2009 
edition of the Gault Millau WeinGuide. The WeinGuide Deutschland 2011 goes even further: 
“The Schloss Johannisberg has given us what is probably the finest collection for decades.”  
 
Robert Parkers Wine Advocate praised the 2008 Rosa-Goldlack Beerenauslese and gave it 92 
points: “The fact that weather conditions were less felicitous here than in 2007 is obvious from 
surveying the present collection, but the general trend under director Christian Witte has 
certainly been to more expressive and better-balanced wines from this renowned estate.” 
The January 2011 issue of the Wine Advocate describes the 2009 Schloss Johannisberg collection 
even as „another admirable step toward the revival of vinous greatness at this renowned estate.“ 
The collection 2009 achieved high ratings, whereas the Riesling Kabinett Trocken 2009 with 91 
points and the Riesling Trockenbeerenauslese 2009 with 95 points are especially worth 
mentioning. Parker enthuses over this wine: “A 2009 Schloss Johannisberg Riesling Trocken-
beerenauslese (...) leads pungently with lavender, candied citrus rind, and honey. Quince jelly, 
white peach preserves, lemon candy, and honey are subtly and mouthwateringly suffused with  
salt and lavender on a palate of silken texture and striking buoyancy. This is fantastically long yet 
subtle in its persistent expression of pit fruit and floral essences. (...) Indeed (and other, of course 
than its price!) I can see no reason not to revel in a bottle of this already today, save that it can be 
expected to perform even more memorably in 20 years and to remain exciting for 40 or more.“ 
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At the centennial VDP wine tasting event, which was held at Le Bernardin restaurant in New 
York in June 2010, the Wine Spectator praised Schloss Johannisberg by saying: “But it was the 
intermediary bottle, the Schloss Johannisberger Riesling Spätlese Rheingau Grünlack 1945 that 
stepped up to the plate, featuring a gorgeous bouquet of lanolin, honey, dried apricot and oily, 
burnished furniture. It was essentially dry, with honey, lemon, mineral and smoke flavours 
propelled by bracing acidity.” (95 points, non-blind) 
 
In May 2013, Jancis Robinson wrote of a 1971 Schloss Johannisberger Grünlack Riesling Spätlese 
she had just tasted:” Solid bright gold colour, lighter than expected. Rich and pungent smell 
instantly opens up in the glass. Herbs, confected, date, sugar floss, baked fruit that you  
usually find in fortified wines. Lively acidity still keeps the wine fit, fresh and well integrated.”  
(17 of 20 points) 
 

At the 2010 Vinordic Wine Challenge, which is Sweden’s largest and most important wine 
competition, Schloss Johannisberger wines won two awards. The 2008 Grünlack Spätlese won  
a gold medal as the best white wine and the 2008 Rotlack Kabinett Feinherb came in second 
place winning a silver medal. This was also why the Gelblack Feinherb was served at the wedding 
of the year 2010 – namely the royal wedding of Princess Victoria of Sweden. 
 

In the 25th edition of their list of the “100 best wineries” the newspaper Handelsblatt and  
the wine magazine Vinum describe the Schloss Johannisberg as the “pride of the Rheingau”. 
 

The German newspaper “Welt am Sonntag” ran a report in November 2011 on the 2008 Schloss 
Johannisberger Rotlack Feinherb which was tasted in Seoul: “(...) Every sip of this wine is an 
interesting experience (…). (…) the 2009 vintage [is] a very good choice.” 
 

Be it The Wine Spectator, Wine & Spirits, The Fine Wine Review, Weinwelt, Weinwirtschaft, 
Eichelmann, Gault Millau or Decanter Rating – in all of these German and international  
wine magazines and guides, the wines of Schloss Johannisberg have consistently received high 
scores and top awards. This confirms the international renown of the estate and the fact  
that Schloss Johannisberg Rieslings number among the best of the world, year for year. 
 

The JWG Johannisberger Weinvertieb KG represents the G. H. von Mumm and Schloss 
Johannisberg wine estates, which jointly have the largest private vineyard holdings in the 
Rheingau region. 
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Product Portfolio: 
The Rieslings of Schloss Johannisberg 
 
 
The Schloss Johannisberg domain in the Rheingau combines tradition with contemporary,  
quality-oriented viticulture and year for year produces outstanding Rieslings that are rich in 
character and incomparable in bouquet. 
 
Long before printed labels were common practice, Schloss Johannisberg had its own system of 
distinguishing among its bottlings through the use of coloured seals. Introduced by Fürst von 
Metternich in 1820 and in use to this day, the quality of a wine, based on the ripeness of the 
harvested grapes, can be identified according to colour. While capsules have replaced Siegellack, 
or wax seals, and words have superseded colours in today’s official quality classification according 
to the wine law of 1971, the basis of the system introduced nearly two centuries ago at Johannis-
berg has not changed. Furthermore, in accordance with an edict issued by Fürst von Metternich-
Winneburg in 1830, all labels still bear the signature of the current domain administrator –  
the guarantor of the high quality of the estate’s Rieslings. 
 
Here is the key to the colours in use at Schloss Johannisberg: 
 
Gelblack (yellow seal):  QbA; classically crisp, dry to off-dry; powerful wines 
 
Rotlack (red seal):   Kabinett; dry to off-dry; fine, delicate, elegant wines 
 
Grünlack (green seal):  Spätlese; dry or fruity and mild; only from the best grapes 
 
Silberlack (silver seal):  first growth; finest dry wines of the collection; mineral tones 
 
Rosalack (pink seal):  Auslese; noble, delicately sweet with harmonious acidity 
 
Rosa-Goldlack (pink-gold seal): Beerenauslese; top quality, honeyed sweetness and agreeable acidity 
 
Goldlack (gold seal):  Trockenbeerenauslese; absolute rarity, very limited availability;  
   a wine of the century 
 
Blaulack (blue seal): Eiswein; made from grapes frozen on the vine at -7°C (19.4°F); 

pressed immediately; at least as ripe as Beerenauslese; lively  
character, rich in sweetness, acidity and extract; a rare wine of 
the century. 

 
The wines of the “JWG Johannisberger Weinvertieb KG” are also available by post or can be orde-
red via Internet (www.schloss-johannisberg.de). 
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Schloss Johannisberg and  
the Rheingau Musik Festival 
 

 

Tradition, Culture, Enjoyment: Riesling Sparkling Wine and Music with Flair 

Every summer, the region between Frankfurt, Wiesbaden and Lorch is transformed into a huge 
concert stage of international standing: the Rheingau Musik Festival. It has taken place for more 
than two decades, attracts well over 120,000 guests, and numbers among the leading music festivals 
of Europe. Musicians from all over the world – both renowned laureates as well as promising artists 
still waiting to be discovered – perform at 150 events at more than 40 venues. 
 
One of these is Schloss Johannisberg, a unique focal point of culture, landscape and viticulture, 
where nearly a third of the concerts usually take place. Schloss Johannisberg is the headquarters  
of the “JWG Johannisberger Weinvertieb KG” as well as the sparkling wine producer Fürst von 
Metternich, which has been closely associated with the Rheingau Musik Festival since its debut  
in 1987. As chairman of the board of trustees, the late Tatiana Fürstin von Metternich helped  
launch the festival. She was also tireless in her efforts to help the wine estate assume a significant 
cultural role in the region. Her successor as chairman of the board of trustees is Roland Koch,  
former prime minister of the state of Hesse. 
 
The classical music played in the Fürst von Metternich hall, which was renovated in 2012, offers a 
highly intimate musical experience of the highest calibre. Given their proximity to the stage, each of 
the nearly 600 seats guarantees guests a close encounter with the music.  
 
The ambience of the palace and the courtyard, rebuilt in the style of its historical origins, delights 
many visitors every year and provides the summer concerts with a unique setting. Once again, this 
year’s guests will have an opportunity to enjoy music in the courtyard – an experience that is one of 
the great highlights of the festival. 
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Schloss Johannisberg: Tradition and Innovation 

 
 
The First Riesling Wine Estate of the World: A Site Steeped in Wine History 

Few wine enthusiasts probably realize that with every sip of Riesling from Schloss Johannisberg, 
they are enjoying the legacy of nearly 1,200 years of history that involves a monastery and a palace – 
both of which are steeped in wine history – a chequered history during which many a fortunate 
wine discovery was made, for which gourmets the world over are grateful. 
 

The first documented wine harvest was in A.D. 817. Louis the Pious was delighted with the 6,000 
litres of wine from the vines on the hill then known as Bischofsberg (bishop’s hill). Nearly three 
centuries later (ca. 1100), the first Benedictine monastery in the Rheingau was founded on the 
hilltop and the monks diligently tended the vines on the slopes below. In 1130, they consecrated 
their abbey church in honour of John the Baptist, after which the hill, the monastery and the 
village assumed the name Johannisberg (John’s hill). 
 

In 1716, the prince abbot of Fulda at that time had the monastery torn down and a baroque  
palace built on the site. Parts of the nearly 900-year-old abbey cellar remained intact. After the 
completion of a larger wine cellar in 1721, a very welcome guest moved in: cladosporium cellare,  
a black mould that covers cellar walls and acts as a natural air conditioner, i.e. it regulates the 
humidity in the cellar. Its presence indicates optimal conditions for winemaking and storage. 
 

The prince abbots of Fulda zealously went about restoring the vineyards. In just two years 
(1719/1720), they planted an impressive 294,000 Riesling vines. It is thanks to their efforts that 
Schloss Johannisberg is justifiably the first Riesling wine estate of the world. Riesling heralded  
the start of a new era of viticulture in the Rheingau – and not only there. 
 

Schloss Johannisberg’s recognition of the benefits of a Spätlese (late harvest) came about by  
accident. Every autumn, the head monastery in Fulda sent a courier on horseback with orders  
on when to begin the harvest. In 1775, he was delayed. By the time he arrived in Johannisberg,  
the ripe grapes were infested with mould – noble rot – yet they were harvested and pressed. The 
monks thanked God for the phenomenal results and erected a monument to the courier in the 
courtyard. The prince abbot issued an edict that henceforth, the grape harvest should always  
take place this late. 
 

Additional world premieres in viticultural history were not left to chance. They were prompted by 
curiosity, eagerness to experiment, and above all, the tireless efforts of the people of Johannisberg 
to make something good even better. Connoisseurs all over the world owe thanks to the Rheingau 
wine experts for further developing the practice of selective, late harvesting: Auslese (1787),  
Beerenauslese, and Trockenbeerenauslese, as well as Eiswein, which was first harvested in  
Germany at Schloss Johannisberg in 1858. 
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In the post-Benedictine era, the Johannisberg vineyards and palace changed hands often (Napoleon 
numbered among the temporary owners). In 1816, Emperor Franz I of Austria ceded the property 
to the House of Metternich-Winneburg, specifically, to Clemens Fürst von Metternich, who had 
made a name for himself as a peacemaker. The gift was in gratitude for the famous diplomat’s role 
in achieving a peaceful solution to European unity at the Congress of Vienna in 1815. It was, 
however, a gift with strings attached: one tenth of the annual harvest was to be delivered to the 
House of Habsburg, an agreement valid to this day. 
 
Clemens Fürst von Metternich enthusiastically fell in line with his predecessors and embraced the 
distinguished tradition of Schloss Johannisberg. With foresight, he wisely decided to introduce 
sparkling wine production at Johannisberg. His name and portrait still adorn the label of what is by 
far Germany’s most popular and best selling premium Riesling sparkling wine. His great-grandson, 
Paul Alfons Fürst von Metternich, had the palace rebuilt after it was almost completely destroyed by 
bombs in WW II. Reconstruction continued until 1965. 
 
In 1979, Schloss Johannisberg gained in importance through the acquisition of the neighbouring 
H. G. von Mumm wine estate, also located on the outskirts of the village of Johannisberg, and  
one of the Rheingau’s most highly respected estates. Both estates are united today as part of the 
“JWG Johannisberger Weinvertieb KG”. Together they have the largest private vineyard holdings in 
the Rheingau: since the takeover, the enterprise has 35 ha (86.5 acres) at Schloss  
Johannisberg and an additional 65 ha (161 acres) of vineyards at G. H. von Mumm. Riesling  
(85 percent) and Spätburgunder (14 percent) are the predominant grape varieties. 
 
The Rieslings of Schloss Johannisberg have won innumerable prizes, medals and awards in the past, 
and the future also looks promising. Nevertheless, a wine estate so steeped in tradition can also take 
pride in its past. In the “Bibliotheca subterranea”, the underground treasure chamber of Schloss 
Johannisberg, more than 11,000 bottles of Riesling – the oldest date from the 1748 vintage – are 
lying in the over 900-year-old vaulted cellars. It is the most comprehensive collection of Rieslings in 
the world. As such, with its library of Rieslings, Schloss Johannisberg is an unsurpassable highlight. 
It’s only a pity that the number of “library passes” is so limited ... 
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G. H. von Mumm:  
The Wine Estate Built on a Vintage of the Century 
 

 
The wine estate G. H. von Mumm and the Fürst von Metternich-Winneburg’sche  
Domäne Schloss Johannisberg make up the “JWG Johannisberger Weinvertieb KG”. Both estates 
have common administration and distribution – and for nearly two hundred years have shared a 
fascinating, entwined history.  
 

In the years from 1808 to 1810, one miserable harvest followed the next at Johannisberg. As such, 
Gottlieb Mumm’s offer to purchase the following year’s entire harvest for 32,000 Gulden seemed 
quite enticing. Mumm was an enterprising wine merchant from the renowned house of bankers 
and merchants P. A. Mumm in Frankfurt. He had an instinct for doing the right thing – and the 
luck of the venturesome: vintage 1811 went down in the annals of Rheingau wine history as the 
“year of the comet” and one of the best of the 19th century. Mumm’s acquisition of 60,000 litres 
of vintage-of-the-century Riesling was extremely lucrative and enabled him to invest in a number 
of choice parcels in Johannisberg’s best vineyard sites.   
 

An imperial decree in 1873 enabled the Mumm family to resume use of their original Prussian 
title “Mumm von Schwarzenstein.” Since then, the wine estate has borne the name G. H. von 
Mumm. The Frankfurt architect Schädel was commissioned to build a picturesque castle on the 
park like grounds on the heights of Johannisberg. Since carefully planned renovations in April 
2005, the idyllic Burg Schwarzenstein castle ensemble has enriched the Rheingau with an 
exceptionally pleasant, hospitable locale for one-star Michelin dining.   
 

The estate has committed itself to the cultivation of traditional grape varieties and the production 
of high-quality, authentic, individualistic wines with regional character. Just like Schloss 
Johannisberg, G. H. von Mumm’s estate also focuses on Riesling (85 per cent). In addition, it also 
produces excellent Spätburgunder (14 per cent) and Weißburgunder (1 per cent) wines, along 
with the rare Red Riesling since 2012, which is possibly the Riesling’s original, ancient form. As 
early as the 1970s, when there was little demand for dry wines in Germany, the estate began to 
vinify the majority of its wines in a dry style – a farsighted move reminiscent of the venturesome 
spirit of its founder.  
 

The estate’s vineyard area comprises 65 hectares (161 acres) in 16 individual sites in the villages  
of Assmannshausen, Rüdesheim, Geisenheim, Johannisberg and Winkel. Of the seven sites in 
Johannisberg, three – Schwarzenstein, Hansenberg and Mittelhölle – are almost completely in 
sole ownership. A total of 20 hectares (nearly 50 acres) have been classified as eligible for First 
Growth status. The estate’s holdings include famous sites, such as Assmannshäuser Höllenberg, 
world-renowned for its fiery-fruity Spätburgunder wines. Up to 18 months of aging in barrique 
casks (225 litres) also contributes to the inimitable flavour of these wines. 
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The G.H. von Mumm estate is a member of the renowned Verband Deutscher 
Prädikatsweingüter e.V. (VDP = Association of German Prädikat Wine Estates), which works 
towards maintaining the culture and tradition of winemaking, as well as promoting natural 
viticulture in Germany. Following a range of extensive inspections, the VDP added the G.H. von 
Mumm estate in the Rheingau region to its list of approved estates in 2012. 
 
Like the Schloss Johannisberg wines, the quality wines of the G. H. von Mumm also achieve high 
ratings year after year. The estate was the subject of great praise in the 2013 Gault Millau Wine 
Guide: “Appropriately for the 200th anniversary of the estate, we tasted its best vintage in years. 
The dry base offers fruit and character. The fragrant First Growth from Rüdesheimer Berg 
Rottland excels thanks to its exotic aroma, as does the First Growth from Johannisberger Hölle. 
The off-dry and fruity Rieslings are some of the best of their calibre: in particular, the 2011 
anniversary wine has plenty of character and really shines with its crisp, clear fruit and mineralised 
finish. Both of the creamy, juicy Spätlese wines can be characterised by the delicate scent of 
apricot. The two sweet botyrised Trockenbeerenauslese wines feature mouthwatering candied 
exotic fruits (papaya). Excellent work!" 
 
When the German Chancellor Angela Merkel invited Crown Prince Haakon and Crown Princess 
Mette-Marit of Norway to visit Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, the 2008 G.H. von Mumm Spät-
burgunder (Gutswein) was served to the royal guests. This was high praise indeed for the winery.  
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SJ_palace_vineyards.jpg  

Of the seven individual sites in the village of 
Johannisberg, three are almost completely owned
by the estate.

SJ_vineyards_sunflowers.jpg

The first Riesling wine estate of the world – since
1720, Riesling has been the only varietal cultivated
at the estate.

SJ_grape_harvest.jpg

Limiting yields and selective harvesting by hand
also contribute to achieving high wine quality.

SJ_Christian_Witte.jpg

Highly praised by the trade press and wine 
professionals alike – in 2005, the young wine
expert Christian Witte assumes leadership of
the domain, an estate rich in tradition.

SJ_palace_entrance_rear.jpg 

The palace grounds are a unique setting for the
concerts of the annual Rheingau Musik Festival.

SJ_façade_with_coat of arms.jpg

As a venue of the Rheingau Musik Festival, the
estate combines tradition, culture and enjoyment
and makes a significant cultural contribution to
the region.

SJ_50th_latitude.jpg

The 50th degree of latitude, the northernmost limit
of viable viticulture, runs through the middle of the
individual site “Schloss Johannisberger”.

SJ_palace.jpg

In 1716, the prince abbot of Fulda at that time had
the monastery torn down and a baroque palace
built on the site.

SJ_palace_detail_roses.jpg

The ambience of the palace and 
the courtyard, rebuilt in the style of
its historical origins, delights many
visitors every year.
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SJ_partial_portfolio.jpg   

The wines of Schloss Johannisberg
regularly receive top national and
international awards. 

SJ_Silberlack_still_life_2.jpg

The Silberlack is produced 
exclusively from fully ripe, healthy
Riesling grapes grown in the best 
parcels of a site.

SJ_bottles_glasses.jpg

Only Riesling wines of the highest
quality are produced. They are
authentic, individualistic wines
with regional character.

SJ_Silberlack_still_life_1.jpg

The estate’s finest dry wines are 
produced from fully ripe, healthy 
grapes and are aged in 50- to 90-year-
old oak casks.

SJ_courier_2.jpg

The monument in the courtyard
commemorates the courier who 
arrived late with permission to begin
harvesting in 1775.

SJ_wine_cellar_casks_2.jpg

A portion of the Schloss Johannisberger wines are
fermented in traditional, large oak casks.

SJ_courier_1.jpg

It happened by accident: thanks to the wine produced
from mould-infested grapes that were harvested several
weeks too late in 1775, the estate recognized the 
benefits of a Spätlese (late harvest). 

SJ_wine_cellar_casks_1.jpg

Thanks to the black mould cladosporium cellare 
covering the walls, the large cellar completed in 1721
provides optimal conditions for winemaking and 
storage.

SJ_Silberlack_wooden_case.jpg     

The reinstatement of the Silberlack 
(silver seal) designation in 2005
(Schloss Johannisberger Riesling Silber-
lack Erstes Gewächs) was a historical
moment, even for an estate as steeped
in tradition as Schloss Johannisberg.

SJ_Gelblack_trocken.jpg

The Gelblack (yellow seal) QbA, the
domain’s Riesling classic, has a fine
aroma, rich in nuances and typical
mineral tones.
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SJ_Rotlack_feinherb.jpg

The Rotlack (red seal) Kabinett is a delicate,
elegant Riesling wine – the virtuoso among
the estate’s wines – graceful, with a seductive
balance of fruit and light sweetness.
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SJ_Gruenlack_mild.jpg

Spätlese, rich in fruit and mild in
style, is made from the best of the
crop. These top wines among the
domain’s Rieslings are marked by 
a unique wealth of aromas and
mineral tones.

SJ_Silberlack_trocken.jpg

The Schloss Johannisberger Riesling
Silberlack Erstes Gewächs is a 
designation reserved for the estate’s
finest dry wines of a vintage. 

Mumm_portfolio.jpg

The Gutsweine (house wines) of the G. H. von Mumm wine estate
are very popular and reflect the great diversity of Rheingau Riesling
and Spätburgunder wines.

Mumm_first_growth.jpg

In all, a total of 20 ha (nearly 50
acres) of the estate’s 65 ha (161 acres)
of vineyards have been classified as
eligible for first growth status.

Mumm_Rottland_first_growth.jpg

In the highly respected wine guide Gault
Millau, the 2011 Rüdesheimer Berg 
Rottland Riesling Erstes Gewächs is 
highly acclaimed, with 88 points.
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G. H. von Mumm

Mumm_casks.jpg

The Spätburgunder (Pinot Noir) wines from the 
Assmannshäuser Höllenberg site are partially aged in
small oak casks.

Mumm_Spaetburgunder.jpg

The estate’s Spätburgunder (Pinot Noir)
wines (14% of its vineyard area) are 
produced from grapes grown in the top
individual sites of Assmannshausen.

Mumm_Riesling.jpg

Riesling vines predominate at the
G.H. von Mumm wine estate (85%).
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We are happy to provide the photos shown here in printable quality.
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20148 Hamburg
Tel +49 (0)40 41 47 84 0
Fax +49 (0)40 41 47 84 50
E-Mail info@eurokommunikation.com
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